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If you've ever moved paper clips with a magnet or killed time by arranging a metal chips in a beard on a Woolly Villa, then you're shaken in the basic principles behind even the most sophisticated electric generators. The magnetic field responsible for lining all these small pieces of metal into the correct Mohawk haircut is due to the
movement of electrons. Move the magnet to the paper clip and you will force the electrons in the clip to move. Similarly, if you allow electrons to move through a metal wire, a magnetic field will form around the wire. Thanks to Wooly Willy, we see that there is some link between the phenomena of electricity and magnetism. The generator
is just a device that moves a magnet near the wire to create a steady stream of electrons. The action that causes this movement is very different, ranging from hand crayons and steam engines to nuclear scattering, but the principle remains the same. Advertising One easy way to think of a generator is to imagine it acts like a pump
pushing water through a pipe. Only instead of pushing water, the generator uses a magnet to push electrons together. This is a small reassessment, but it paints a useful picture of the properties when working in the generator. The water pump moves a certain amount of water molecules and applies a certain amount of pressure to them.
In the same way, the magnet in the generator pushes a certain number of electrons along and applies a certain amount of pressure to the electrons. In the electrical circuit, the number of electrons in motion is called amperage or current, and it is measured in amplifiers. The pressure pushing electrons along is called voltage and measured
in volts. For example, a rotating generator at a rotation of 1000 per minute can produce 1 amplifier per 6 volts. 1 amp is the number of moving electrons (1 amplifier physically means that 6.24 x 1018 electrons move through the wire every second), and the voltage is the amount of pressure behind these electrons. Generators form the
heart of a modern power plant. In the next section, we'll look at how one of these stations works. VIEW MORE PHOTOS Photo: Michael Childress MARK NICHOLS Face it: All the global warming of altruism aside, the thought of environmentally friendly design still connects the bamboo-and-river-stone chandelier of countless spa treatment
rooms around the world. But Nichols, who studied interior design at UCLA, is a practice of a different kind of earth-friendly style: glamorous, modern, sophisticated. There is a crunchy, Birkenstock-y kind of image that comes with the idea of a green interior, explains the Palm Springs-based designer, who trumps that notion in the dining
room shown here. Created in a model for Contempo Homes, a developer in a desert town, it elegantly combines the work of artist Gabriel Rivera and a dining table and chairs from the Ambiente collection with recycled terrazzo glass floors and a chandelier from Artemide equipped with dull fluorescent If you do your homework, you can
find finishes and lamps with a high level of sophistication, says Nichols- like a fabric of dining chairs that looks like a rich zamsha but recycled polyester. Nichols develops with strict thoughtfulness. Everything should have a purpose, he says, typifying his two-year-old firm's clever approach, which puts environmentally aware practicality at
the forefront and promises to help pave the way for a new kind of eco-decorating---fashion of Birkenstock in sight. — Mario Lopez-Cordero Photo: Scott Van courtesy of Contempo Homes Photo: David Walter Gilbert REDTOP ARCHITECTS Rudy, say, perky. Well, so did the architecture produced by Redtop, a young New York firm whose
directors are (from left) Amy Shakespeare, 36; Virginia Kindred, 41; and Lauren Rubin, 37, all have burns hair. The three met while working at New York's Mitchell/Giurgola Architects and teamed up in 2003 to pursue their shared philosophy that architectural design has the power to make people happy, and on a budget, too. We think light
and color and texture can make a simple office a really great place to be, says Ruby. In a recent Manhattan townhouse project for a family of six, they restored the landmark front and invented the rest. The main step: a two-story rear annexe, with a Mondra glass and steel wall, is visible from the new rear deck, equipped with a gas grill
suite from Wolf. Architects have also developed shrewd lighting, which dramatically illuminate the living space in the room. As Redtop strives for green construction, the townhouse has a geothermal well that uses Earth's own temperature to generate heat and cool through blimp floors. The group definitely uses the word fun' as one of the
highest goals of architecture. The roof of the townhouse, in space no longer occupied by bulky cooling equipment, now features in the basketball court. - Kara Greenberg Photo: Francis Dzikowski Photo: Arlene Byster, Byster Studio MATT LORENZ The Chicago 32-year-old, who won Bravo's Top Design, believes that any designer can
piece together a good setting. But we have a responsibility not only to make the room beautiful, but to help the lives of our customers function better, says Lorenz. Instead of being reassessed just because that's what's expected, we should think about changing the mood---choor of the colours and objects that revive them when they come
home at the end of the day. This sun room, for example, was created for a working mom with a busy photography career. Access through the arch from the kitchen (tiled floor unifys two), it has a wall of windows on the right. It was supposed to serve as both an extension outdoors and as a rest room, a more meditative space, Lorenz
explains. The general approach will involve two sofas (or one sofa and two chairs) facing each other through a coffee table. Lorenz flipped this convention by deploying luxuriously Berman and two stone end tables instead. A whitened, hand-carved italian-style table adds a touch of unexpected classic surprise set against a backdrop of
Henry Calvin's hommet-hung curtains of flax. That's it. No plasma TV, no gaming table, no waste, no mess. People reassess the room, says a disciplined Lorenz, clearly not enamored by the idea. Jorge S. Arango Photo: Arlene Byster, Bayster Studio Photo: Danny Piassick JULIO QUIÑONES I'm an old man in a young body, jokes the
designer from Dallas, admitting that his preference for wasted times over the fashion truths of his 29 years. I think I've been in the design world for decades, he says. As a child, I pulled out my red van next door and brought home my treasures to reassess my room. After finishing a red wagon to pickup and work in construction, the
Quiñones learned the nuts and bolts of home improvement, then went on to study design at El Centro College in Dallas. Its resulting style is equal parts sage advice and a fresh approach. For The Bachelorette for a recent divorce in Dallas high-rise, that meant layering the bedroom in ardent colors and comforting textures. I wanted it to be
a sexual retreat for her, he explains. Quiñones designed the barrel back side chair and bed itself. Multipurpose tea is a vintage piece he found in 1stDibs.com. We want you to be the most: I suggested adding a seagull at the foot where most people would put up a bench,' says Quiñones. Chaise is located towards view, ideal for sitting and
reading Sunday paper. -Diane Carroll Photo: Danny Piassick This content is created and maintained by a third party, and imported to this page to help users provide their email addresses. You can find more information about this and similar content by piano.io Computers to generate a random number for everything from cryptography to
video games and gambling. There are two categories of random numbers — real random numbers and pseudo-random numbers — and the difference is important for the security of encryption systems. Computers can generate really random numbers by observing some external data, such as mouse movements or fan noise, which is not
predictable, and creating data from it. This is known as entropy. At other times, they generate pseudo-random numbers using an algorithm to make the results appear random, even if they aren't. This topic has become more controversial in recent years, and many people have questioned whether Intel's trusted built-in chip is a random
number generator. To understand why this may not be reliable, you will have to understand how random numbers are generated in the first place, and what they are used for. That random numbers are used for random numbers has been used for many thousands of years. Whether it's flipping a coin or rolling a bone, the goal is to leave
the end result to a random chance. number generators on the computer are similar — they are an attempt to achieve an unpredictable, random result. RELATED: What is encryption, and how does it work? Random number generators are useful for many different purposes. In addition to obvious applications such as generating random
numbers for gambling purposes or creating unpredictable results in a computer game, randomness is important for cryptography. Cryptography requires numbers that attackers cannot guess. We can't just use the same numbers over and over again. We want to generate these numbers in a very unpredictable way so that attackers can't
guess them. These random numbers are essential for secure encryption, whether you're encrypting your own files or simply using an HTTPS website online. True Random numbers you may be wondering how a computer can actually generate a random number. Where does this accident come from. If it's just a piece of computer code,
isn't it possible that the numbers the computer generates could be predictable? Normally, we group random numbers that are generated into two types, depending on how they are created: random True numbers and pseudo-random numbers. To create a true random number, your computer measures a specific type of physical
phenomenon that occurs outside your computer. For example, a computer could measure the radioactive decay of an atom. According to quantum theory, there is no way to know exactly when radioactive decay will occur, so it is essentially pure randomness from the universe. An attacker won't be able to predict when a radioactive decay
will occur, so they won't know the random meaning. For a more daytime example, a computer can rely on atmospheric noise or simply use the exact time keystrokes on the keyboard as a source of unpredictable data or entropy. For example, the computer may notice that you pressed the key exactly 0.23423523 seconds after 2 p.m.
Capture enough specific times associated with these keystrokes, and you will have a source of entropy you can use to create a true random number. You're not a predictable machine, so an attacker can't guess the exact moment you press those keys. A /dev/random device on Linux that generates random numbers blocks and does not
return the result until it collects enough entropy to return a truly random number. Pseudorand numbers Pseudoandomal numbers are an alternative to true random numbers. The computer can use seed values and an algorithm to create numbers that appear to be random, but it is actually predictable. The computer does not collect random
data from the environment. It's not necessarily bad in every situation. For example, if you're playing a video game, it doesn't really matter if the events that occur in that game are caused by real random numbers or number pseudoandoms. On the other hand, if you use encryption, you do not want to use numbers that the attacker might
have guessed. Guess. for example, let's say an attacker knows the algorithm and value of a seed that uses a generator of pseudo-random numbers. And let's say the encryption algorithm gets a pseudo-random number from this algorithm and uses it to create an encryption key without adding any additional randomness. If an attacker
knows enough, they can work backwards and determine the pseudo-random number the encryption algorithm had to choose in this case, breaking encryption. NSA and Intel Hardware Random Number Generator To make it easier for developers to work and help generate secure random numbers, Intel chips include a hardware random
number generator known as RdRand. This chip uses an entropy source on the processor and provides random numbers to the software when the software requests them. The problem here is that the random number generator is essentially a black box and we don't know what's going on inside it. If RdRand contained an NSA backdoor,
the government would be able to crack encryption keys that were created only by data given by this random number generator. This is of grave concern. In December 2013, FreeBSD developers removed support for using RdRand directly as a source of randomness, saying they could not trust it. [Source] No, no, no, no Exit Device
RdRand will be supplied to another algorithm that adds additional entropy, ensuring that any backdoors in the random number generator will not sit down. Linux has already worked this way, further randomizing random data coming from RdRand so that it's not predictable, even if there's a backdoor. [Source] No, no, no, no, no In a recent
AMA (Ask Me Anything) on Reddit, Intel CEO Brian Krzanich did not answer questions about these concerns. [Source] No, no, no, no, no, it's most likely not just a problem with Intel chips. Developers FreeBSD also named Via chips by name. This controversy shows why generating random numbers that are really random and not
predictable is so important. To generate real random numbers, random number generators collect entropy or seemingly random data from the physical world around them. For random numbers that don't really have to be random, they can simply use the algorithm and seed values. Image credit: rekre89 on Flickr, Lisa Brewster on Flickr,
Ryan Somme on Flickr, huangjiahui on Flickr Flickr
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